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The exchange interaction is considered in semiconductor excitons which are localized on defects such as isoelectronic traps 
and ionized donors (acceptors). It is shown that the exchange interaction of the bound excitons is distinguished by a number 
of features in comparison with that of free excitons. The magnitude of the exchange interaction depends in an essential way 
on the nature of the defect. and it may be either larger or smaller than the exchange interaction in a free exciton. In addition, 
in the case of a bound exciton the annihilation interaction also gives a contribution to the exchange, where in the case of free 
excitons this leads to a difference in the energies of longitudinal and transverse excitons. 

THE exchange splitting of the exciton lines in semi
conductors, which was first observed as long ago as 
1960, [lJ has recently become an object of detailed in
vestigation. In a number of articles r21 it was shown 
that taking account of the exchange interaction in many 
cases turns out to be very important in connection with 
the interpretation of exciton spectra and, in particular, 
their changes under deformation, and also in the pres
ence of a magnetic field. 

At the present time in many semiconductors, along 
with the free excitons bound excitons are also observed 
and studied, the latter being localized on neutral and 
charged centers, and moreover it has recently become 
possible to also observe the exchange splitting in such 
excitons. rsJ In this connection, an investigation of the 
exchange interaction in bound excitons is of interest. 

As the calculations presented below show, the ex
change splitting of the bound excitons is distinguished 
by a number of features; in particular, its value depends 
on the nature of the center and may differ appreciably 
from the value of the exchange splitting of a free exciton. 

1. The theory of the ex(:hange interaction for free 
excitons has been developE!d in a number of articles. r4 - 71 

In these articles it was shown that the exchange interac
tion of the free excitons is related to the short-range 
part of the potential describing the interaction between 
electron and hole. 

According to Eqs. {36) and (37) of article r7l, in the 
case of arbitrary degeneracy of the bands, the operator 
for the exchange interaction between electron and hole 
has the following form in the coordinate representation: 

a'em~~•.mn(r'R', rR) = r(m':Jtn I VI:Jtn'm)O(r)<'l(r') <'I(R- R')' (1) 
r = r, - r,, R = ar, + br,, a + b = I, 

where 
(m':Jtni VI,JI!'n'm) 

= f dx,dx,1j>,7 .• ,(x,) (X1J>n•,(x,))*V(r,-r,)1Jlm•,(x,):Jt1j>.,.,(x,). (2) 

Here r 1, 2 denote the coordinates of the electron and of 
the hole, J' is the crystal volume, V (r 1 - r 2) is the po
tential of the interaction b•etween electron and hole, 
l/Jmkc• 07tlf!nkv denote the Bloch functions of a conduction 
electron and of the missing· electron in the valence band, 
corresponding to a hole in the state nkv, 0/C is the time 
reversal operator, and kv and kc denote the positions of 
the bands' extrema. The integration over x in Eq. (2) 
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includes a summation over the spin indices. Since the 
Bloch functions are normalized to unity over the total 
volume, then the matrix element (2) is proportional to 
0 0 / r, where 0 0 denotes the volume of the elementary 
cell. 

According to Eq. (26) of article r7 l, allowance for 
the exchange interaction between electrons in the va
lence band and in the conduction band in the k •p
approximation, that is, allowance for only the long
range part of the interaction between electron and hole, 
leads to the potential 

,.,,a ( 'R' R) ~Qap OIV(R-R') R( )R( ') 
dlim'n'. m" r , r = - ~ m•xn . .1fn'm iJR OR u r u r , 

ap a P 
ap li,la p e2 

Om•xn, :Jt'n'm = miE," Pm':Jt'n' P:Knffh v (R) = - xR ' 

(3) 

(4) 

where plfi' ..,..n' denotes the matrix element of the momen
tum operator on Bloch functions at the bottom of the 
band, Eg denotes the width of the forbidden gap, and K 

is the dielectric constant. 
The operator (3) describes the annihilation interac

tion of the electron and hole, and for free excitons it 
does not lead to an exchange splitting, but to a splitting 
into longitudinal and transverse excitons. From the 
phenomenological theoryrsJ (see also formulas (53) and 
(54) of article r71 ) it follows that in the annihilation in
teraction K is the dielectric constant at the frequency 
of excitation of the exciton, after deducting the contri
bution to K associated with the excitation of the exciton 
itself, that is, essentially the optical dielectric constant 
Koo. 

Formulas (1)-(4) describe the electron-hole exchange 
interaction of both in free and in bound excitons in semi
conductors. As will be shown below, for bound, direct 
excitons the annihilation interaction (3) also gives a 
contribution to the exchange splitting, in contrast to the 
case of free excitons. For bound excitons it is conve
nient to factor out the singular part v 2y(R) = - 41Te2K-1<'i(R) 
in formula (3), having rewritten (3) in the form 

where 

M:.·n·,mn(r'R', rR) = ~ [( Q::f.Xn. xn·m --} Sp Om•xn,xn·m<'la~) 
~ 1 (ll _ 3 (Ra- Ra')(Rii- R1')) 

X 'K J R - R' I" aP I R - R' I" 

+ 4::• Sp Qm•xn, :Jt'n'm ll (R- R') J ll (r) ll (r'), 

Sp Qm':Jt'n, :Jt'n'm = ~ Q!:.'!xn, .Kn'm• 
a 
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2. In semiconductors an exciton can be localized 
either on charged or on neutral centers. Here one can 
distinguish the following types of bound excitons: 

a) The exciton is localized on a charged donor or on 
an acceptor. The binding energy of such excitons has 
been calculated in a number of articles, c9 • 101 in which 
it was shown that such complexes cannot be formed for 
arbitrary ratios of the effective masses, since for close 
values of the masses the formation of a neutral donor 
(acceptor) with the release of a free hole (electron) is 
energetically more favorable. In this case the wave 
function F (r, R) of the bound exciton differs substan
tially from the wave function of the free exciton, and 
one can rather regard such a bound exciton as a neutral 
donor (acceptor), which has captured a hole (electron). 

b) The exciton is localized on an isoelectronic trap. 
If the energy binding the electron (or hole) to the trap 
substantially exceeds the binding energy E0 of the elec
tron and hole, then the wave function F (r, R) of the 
bound exciton can be approximately written in the form 
of a product 

F(r, R) = q>(r,)/(r), {6) 

where r 1 denotes the electron (hole) coordinates. 
c) The exciton is localized on a shallow neutral 

donor (or acceptor). In this case, in contrast to cases 
(a) and (b), three particles enter into the complex, and 
therefore the exchange interaction between identical 
particles-that is, between the electrons (or holes)
plays a fundamental role. In the ground state, when the 
spins of the electrons (holes) are antiparallel, the ex
change interaction is not present and the multiplicity 
of the degeneracy of the ground state is determined by 
the multiplicity of the degeneracy of the hole {electron) 
band at the extremum point. 1 ) 

Below we consider cases (a) and {b) in more detail, 
when only an electron and a hole enter into the complex, 
and therefore the exchange interaction between them is 
essential. In these cases for arbitrary degeneracy of 
the bands, the smooth wave function of the bound exci
ton, corresponding to the state j, is represented by the 
column of functions 

F~,,n,(r, R) 

pi(r, R)= Fin,,n,(r, R) 

F~l' ·n,.(r·, Rl {7) 

here l and s denote the multiplicities of degeneracy of 
the conduction band and valence band, and j takes values 
from unity to N, where N is the degeneracy of level j 
without taking the exchange interaction into account. 

According to Eq. (1) the matrix .retjx has the form 

:fe~x = 'll' ~ Vm·xn .. xn·mSp;_:,n·(O, R)F:,.n(O, R)dR, {8) 
mnm'n' 

and according to Eqs. {3) and {5) X~ is given by 

')If the exciton is localized on a deep neutral center-either a donor 
or an acceptor, then the exchange interaction between identical particles 
and particles of different signs may be of the same order of magnitude. 
The effective-mass approximation, which was used in the derivation of the 
cited formulas, is not applicable for such deep centers. In this case the 
Hamiltonian of the exchange interaction can be obtained by the method 
of invariants. 

where 

.'Jf~i;= 4ne• ~ SpQm•.xn,.Xn'm(' F;.:.•n•(O, R)F~n(O, R)dR, {9) 
3x rnnm'n' ~ 

""'" 4ne• " (o·~ 1 s Q • ) .1v2ij = - ~ m'Xn, Xn'm- 3 P m'Xn, Xn'mUa~ 
3x a!)mnm'n' 

3 l' 1 (o 3 (Ra- Ra') (R~- R~')) p•i (O R) pi (O R') 
X 4:t ~I R - R' I" a~ - I R - R' I' m'n' ' mn ' 

X dRdR'. {10) 

Formulas {8)-{10) determine the matrices of the ex
change interaction for bound excitons. It is seen that 
they are determined both by the matrices V and Q, 
which are evaluated with the aid of the Bloch functions 
at the bottom of the band, and by integrals of the smooth 
functions (7). In this connection the annihilation terms 
X~ and X~ also give contributions to the exchange 
splitting. 

3. Let us consider the case when both bands are de
generate only with respect to the spin, and without tak
ing the exchange interaction into account the equation 
for F mn (r, R) reduces to four identical equations 

(JI(5,(r, R)- E)F(r, R) = 0. 

The ground state corresponds to the orbitally nonde
generate solution F 0 (r, R); in this connection the exci
ton's ground state is four-fold degenerate. One can 
label these degenerate states by the indices j = m, n 
and 

F~(r, R) = F 0 (r, R)li;;;mlinn' {11) 

In this case according to {8) and (11) we have 

:Je!~n',mn= ?J'Vm''lfn,mlfn.J, f= JiFo(O, R)['dR, {12) 

whereas for a free exciton in this case, according to 
Eq. {38) of article c71 one has 

Je!~n', mn = C"V m'.Xn, m 7rn•[ fo (0) ['; {13) 

here the wave function of the free exciton is given by 

F,(r, R) = Y-'hf,(r)e'KR. 

From {12) and (13) it follows that the matrix xex has 
the same form for the cases of free and bound excitons, 
and the constant ratio is determined by the relation 

1 
S = l/o(O) I' J IFo(O,R) l'dR. (14) 

For the function (11) the matrix operator d'6'~ has the 
form 2 ) 

· 1nP2 
:fe~m'n', mn = :l~ Sp Om'Xn, .Xn'mJ• {15) 

In the case of simple bands the second term Jl(5~ has the 
form 

;;e• 4ne2 
" ( aB 1 ) 

2m'n', mn = 3X L.J Om'Jfn, .Xn'm- 3Sp Qm•xn, Xn'mlla~ fa~• 
·~ 

2)1t is not difficult to show that, for all operations of the group Gko 
the matrix elements vm'Kn,Kn'm and Trace Qm'Kn,Kn'm transform in identi
cal fashion; therefore the form of these matrices in identical bases coin
cides to within a constant. One should, however, keep in mind that as a 
consequence of the selection rule for the interband matrix elements of 
the momentum, the matrix Trace Qm'Kn, Kn'm vanishes in the case when 
direct transitions between the valence band and the conduction band 
are forbidden. 
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3 
I.,=-

4n 

XJ 1 (ll _3(R.-R ... )(R,-R,'))F"(OR)F(OR')dRdR' 
jR-R'j' ., jR--R'I' o ' o' • 

(16) 

The integrals Ia(3 do not vanish only in the case when 
F 0 (0, R) has a symmetry lower than cubic. 

One can express the contribution to the exchange 
splitting, associated with .;~a. in terms of the value .6-E 
of the energy splitting between longitudinal and trans
verse exciton. For this purpose, let us write .rea in the 
form 

~~=LA~ i; I+ .E (A, A;'- -fll., _EA,tAJ") I.,, (17) . ., 
where 

(18) 

i and j denote the collection of indices m'n' and mn, and 

pf = Il~' ~n'" The equations 

E (~ .. ·-Ell,,) <I>,= 0 

for the determination of the eigenfunctions ~i and the 
energy E of a matrix JiS'a of the type (17) have the form 

E<ll, =I _EA,•g. + Li ( A;"g,- ll;, .E A,'g,) I.,, (19) . ., 
g.= .E A;'"<ll,. (20) 

' 
For E * O, having substituted ~i from Eq. (19) into (20), 
we obtain the following system of equations for the quan
tities ga: 

(21) 

where 

f'" =I 2: A;' A;'"+ .E ( .E A,' A;'") I,, (22) 
' . ' 

(here it is taken into account that Tr I= :E Iyy = 0). 
y 

The displacement of thE! levels E, associated with 
area, is determined by the E!qUation 

(23) 

Since Eq. (23) is a cubic equation, then no more than 
three levels are split off in the general case due to the 
matrix ~a. The energy of the remaining levels is not 
changed. It is not difficult to show that the quantity 
raf3 appearing in Eq. (23) transforms like the compo
nents of the tensor XaX~ under the operations of the 
group Otto· Since, on the other hand, this quantity must 
be invariant under all transformations of the group 
Gtt0, then the number of nonvanishing, linearly indepen
dent quantities raf3 and, therefore, the form of Eq. (23) 
are determined by the number of invariants xax~ in the 
group Otto· Thus, in the case of cubic symmetry 

(24) 

where 

in this connection Ia(3 = 0. 
Thus, from Eqs. (23) and (24) it follows that for cubic 

symmetry Otto the matrix JiS'a leads to a splitting of the 
three levels having the same energy (these three levels 
correspond to states with total spin S = 1 ), and the re
maining level (the level with S = 0) remains unshifted. 

According to Eq. (54) of [71 , in the case of a simple 
band the shift of the ground state terms of a free exci
ton as a consequence of the annihilation interaction is 
determined by the expression (neglecting the exchange 
splitting given by Eq. (13)) 

liE (K) = 4ne• _!!!__ If (0) I"~ ~ P K"Kp 
X m• E,. 0 mn m.7(,.P :Xnm K· . (25) 

Therefore, for the case of cubic symmetry the differ
ence between the energies of longitudinal and transverse 
excitons is given by 

4ne1 1i.1 
liE= X m•E ,1/o(O)jl ~ IP~,.j•. 

I mn 
(26) 

Thus, in this case the ratio of the magnitude of the ex
change splitting of a bound exciton, due to the annihila
tion interaction, to the value of the longitudinal exciton's 
splitting is given by 

A 1 1 ' 
TE=a 1t.(O)J' =3· (27) 

For a nondegenerate band and for cubic symmetry, the 
exchange interaction Hamiltonian has the form 

are ex= A,+ A,(aa'), (28) 

where a and a' are the Pauli matrices in the basis of the 
electron and hole functions. According to Eqs. (12) and 
(27) 

( AE) ( , AE) A,= 6 .1\,'+4 , .!\, = 6 .!\, +12 • (29) 

where a~ and .6.~ denote the corresponding constants for 
a free exciton. 

For uniaxial crystals the tensor r has two distinct 
components: rxx = ryy = r 1 , rzz = r 11 . Therefore, ac
cording to Eq. (23) in the general case one of the levels 
is shifted by the amount 

as a consequence of the annihilation interaction, and two 
of the levels are shifted by the amount 

li.L= f.L= 4ne•n• ~~P~ l'(J-I") (31) 
3xm"E," mn m.J'fn 2 · 

In contrast to the case of a cubic crystal, in a uni
axial crystal the longitudinal-transverse splitting of a 
free exciton depends on the direction of the vector K: 
.6-E(Kx) = .6-E(Ky) = .6.E1 is not equal to .6-E(Kz) = .6-Eu. 
One can easily obtain explicit expressions for aE1 and 
aE 11 from Eq. (25). By comparing them with expressions 
(30) and (31), we find that the ratio of the annihilation 
splitting of a bound exciton and the longitudinal-trans
verse splitting of a free exciton is given by 

.1\nf .1\Eu = 1la(6 + 6'), 1\.c I 1\E.c = '1,(6- 6' I 2), 

where e = Izz /Jf0(0)j2 • 

(32) 
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For example, for the group Csv and for the excitons 
r7 X r7 and r7 X r9 the exchange Hamiltonian has the 
following form for the ground state: 

(r, x r,), 

~ex= 1\, + 1\,(a,a/) (r, X r,). (33) 

According to (32) the constants in (33) are given by 

1\, = 6(1'.,' + '/,(L'.E 11 + 2t.Ej_)] + '/,F,'(AEII-1\Ej_), 

1\ I = 6(1\,0 + '/,(2AEj_- .1\E::)] - '/,!;' (!'.Ell+ llEJ.), 

1\, = S[A,' + 'f,,L'.E:] + '/.!;,'L'.E::, 

(r, x q. (34a) 

and 

(34b) 

4. Now let us estimate the quantity ~ for the two ex
citon models indicated above, localized on charged and 
isoelectron centers. 

For case (b), that of an exciton localized on an iso
electronic trap and having a wave function approximately 
described by the function (6), we have F (0, R) = cp(R)f(O) 
and, consequently, with the normalization condition 
Ji cp(R)I 2 dR = 1 taken into consideration we obtain 

£ = l/(0) I' I l/o(O) I'. (35) 

If the energy binding the electron (hole) to the trap is 
large, then cp(r 1) is a hydrogen-like function whose ra
dius is determined by the effective mass mh of the hole 
(me of the electron), whereas the radius o.!_ a free exci
ton is determined by the reduced mass 1/m = 1/me 
+ 1/mh. Therefore, in this approximation 

s= -·- = ~ ={1+~-tl', ~-t=-h. (a')' (m )' m 
aB rrt mo! 

(36) 

On the other hand, if the trap captures a hole, then ~ 
= (1 + I.J.-1) 3• It is seen that in the case of the capture 
of an exciton by an isoelectronic trap, the exchange 
splitting of the bound exciton may substantially exceed 
the exchange splitting of the free exciton due to both 
the increase in f(O) as well as due to the contribution 
from the annihilation interaction, which is determined 
by the second term in (3). 

For case (a), where the exciton is localized on a 
charged center, as indicated above, the wave function 
is significantly different from the wave function of a 
free exciton and resembles the wave function of a mo
lecular ion of hydrogen. Calculations of the energy 
binding the exciton to the charged center have been car
ried out in a number of articles by using a variational 
method. 

In order to estimate the quantity ~ we shall use the 
variational function given in c101 , since not only the en
ergy values of the bound exciton are indicated in this 
article, but also the parameters of the wave function 
for different values of J.!. 

In c101 the wave function of the bound exciton was 
chosen in the form 

F(r,, r,) =A[exp{-a(r,+rr,)} +bexp{-a(R+r'r,)}]r,", (37) 

where r 1 2 denote the electron and hole coordinates, re
spectiveiy. The dependence of ~ on /.J., obtained on the 
basis of the data of c101 , is shown in the figure. There 
the difference between the energy binding the exciton 

/lr 
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The dependence of~ and 6 on J1 = mh/me. ~(Jl) and 6(J1) are plotted 
along the left-hand and the right-hand ordinates axes, respectively. 

to the complex and the binding energy Ed to a donor is 
shown in units of the energy Ed, that is, the quantity 

ll(!l) = [E(!l) -E,]/ E, = 2E'(!l) -1, 

where E'(~-t) denotes the energy E(~-t) of a bound exciton 
in units of mee4/li2K 2• This quantity characterizes the 
stability of the bound exciton state. From the figure it 
is seen that the value of ~ increases as 11- increases 
simultaneously with the value of o, since with an in
crease of 11- the hole approaches the center and the 
overlap of the electron and hole wave functions is in
creased. For large values of 11-, the quantity ~ ~ 0.65, 
that is, the exchange splitting of the bound exciton be
comes comparable with the exchange splitting of a free 
exciton. Near the limiting value 1.J. ~ 5, below which a 
bound exciton does not occur, ~ ~ 0.25. 

In conclusion we note that in the case when several 
equivalent extrema exist in the valence band or in the 
conduction band, then orbital-valley splitting, which is 
well-known for shallow impurity centers in semicon
ductors, can be observed in bound excitons (direct or 
indirect); this splitting connects the states near differ
ent extrema. For free excitons, just as for free car
riers, such splitting is not present. In this case the 
nature of the exchange splitting for bound excitons de
pends on the ratio of the exchange splitting ~ex to the 
orbital-valley splitting ~c. 
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